We determine the proton and helium nuclei release times at the Sun for 25 SEP events within the time period May 8, 1996−June 20, 2001, and compare them to each other. The event onset times at 1 AU are determined with a Poisson-CUSUM method, and the solar release times are obtained by the velocity dispersion analysis. Velocity dispersions were derived in the energy range 14−51 MeV/n. If the release times of protons and helium nuclei do not overlap within their error limits, and if protons are released earlier than helium, then the helium event is defined as "delayed". Seventeen helium events (68%) were found to be "delayed" and only eight (32%) "non-delayed". The average delay was (34 ± 18) minutes. The event-related flare location had an important role in the "non-delayed" events. A significant difference was found in the helium-to-proton ratios at the time of maximum intensity of the "delayed" and "non-delayed" events. No clear evidence was found that the "delayed" and "non-delayed" events would correspond the classical gradual-impulsive division of SEP events. We find that the delay is related to the poor magnetic connection between the flare site and the spacecraft.
Introduction
Knowledge of the injection time of solar energetic particles (SEP) at the Sun is crucial when deducing the acceleration processes in action. Inferring the release time from in situ observations at 1 AU has turned out to be difficult, due to the many unknown variables: what is the actual length and shape of the magnetic field line along which the particles propagate? What are the conditions of interplanetary transport of the particles? What is the actual injection profile -a longer-lasting injection leads to a later onset in interplanetary space (Kallenrode & Wibberenz 1990) . How are the neutral lines ordered and what is the angular distance between the flare and the observer's magnetic footpoint -neutral lines strongly influence the time scales of the azimuthal spread of particles and the observed particle event onset is more delayed with increasing angular distance (Kallenrode 1993 ; similar delays were also found from out of ecliptic observations by Dalla et al. 2003) . On the other hand, the observation of the exact event onset time poses clear difficulties. Low sensitivity of the instrument or low signal-tonoise ratio (high background) at the very beginning of the event may lead to a delay in the observed onset. Also the instrument response can cause uncertainties in the results (Haggerty & Roelof 2003) . Furthermore, all the uncertainties may be dependent on the particle energy and species.
Despite of the difficulties, several investigations with varying goals relying on SEP event onset analysis have been carried out fairly recently (Kahler 1994; Debrunner et al. 1997; Torsti et al. 1998; Krucker et al. 1999; Laitinen et al. 2000; Krucker & Lin 2000; Hilchenbach et al. 2003; Haggerty & Roelof 2002; Tylka et al. 2003; Posner & Kunow 2003; Mewaldt et al. 2003; Ho et al. 2003; Dalla et al. 2003) . Specifically, temporal relations of SEP event onsets with solar radio or other electromagnetic emissions and differences in the onsets of various SEP species have been studied. Krucker et al. (1999) studied the solar release times of electrons in impulsive events and compared them to the onsets of radio type III bursts by using observations from the Wind spacecraft. In some events the injection time of the electrons was found to be consistent with the timing of the type III radio emission, while in other cases the electrons were released up to half an hour later than the onset of the type III burst. Haggerty & Roelof (2002) presented analysis of the timing between the near-relativistic electron injection and the soft X-ray, microwave, chromospheric Hα, and type III radio emission. They concluded that the near-relativistic electrons associated with western hemisphere events measured by the ACE spacecraft were injected with a median delay of ∼10 min after the start of the electromagnetic emissions.
By using Wind observations, Krucker & Lin (2000) investigated the timing of proton onsets in the energy range from ∼30 keV to 6 MeV and compared them to the release of 1−300 keV electrons. As a result, two classes of solar proton events were discovered. One type of events had apparent path lengths 1.1−1.3 AU for both species, but protons were injected ∼0.5−2 h later than electrons. The second type of events showed nearly simultaneous injection of protons and electrons, but longer path lengths of about 2 AU for protons, and "nominal" path lengths (1.1−1.3 AU) for electrons. More recently, Mewaldt et al. (2003) compared the release times of heavy ions (Z ≥ 6; 6−88 MeV/n) and electrons (38−315 keV) using ACE data. They found that heavy ions were generally released later than electrons, by as much as ∼50 min, and that there was an apparent correlation between the release times and the 3 He/ 4 He ratio. Events with 3 He/ 4 He > 0.02 had similar ion and electron release times and appeared to be released within 2 R of the solar surface, while those with 3 He/ 4 He < 0.02 had greater ion-electron timing differences and appeared to be released ∼2 R to ∼10 R from the Sun. Ho et al. (2003) investigated lower-energy ion and electron data also from the ACE spacecraft. In five out of nine impulsive events the ion release times were delayed compared to electrons, while in four events the release times agreed within the uncertainties. However, no correlation of the two types of events with the 3 He/ 4 He ratio was observed. Finally, Tylka et al. (2003) examined two large impulsive SEP events and three ground level events by using electron and ion data from several spacecraft and ground level cosmic ray data from neutron monitor stations. In the impulsive events, the particle release times coincided with hard X-ray emission onsets, but the ground level events showed delayed release with respect to γ-ray emission. The results were interpreted as differences in particle acceleration mechanisms in the two types of events.
When determining release times of solar energetic particles at the Sun from observations near the Earth, two different problems related to the exact timing of the events are encountered. First, one has to define the onset of the event at 1 AU in several energy channels. As a criterion of the onset, one can use the rise of the particle intensity above the pre-event average background by a certain factor expressed in the units of the statistical error of the pre-event counting rate (e.g., Krucker et al. 1999; Tylka et al. 2003) . Haggerty & Roelof (2002) have refined this method by introducing a quality factor defined in terms of the difference between the pre-event background and the maximum intensity of the event in the units of the statistical error of the pre-event counting rate. The defined quality factor was shown to indicate the moment of time when the vast majority of the rise of intensities was observed, and thus provide a satisfactory statistical measure of the quality of the onset. An other procedure is to use the cumulative sum method to calculate the normalized time-integrated excess of counting rate above the background level (Torsti et al. 1998) . Still another method is to define the onset as increase of the intensity above a fixed fraction of the maximum intensity of the event. The latter is essentially applied in the technique presented by Ho et al. (2001) , in which velocity (energy per nucleon) vs. time scatter plots of pulse height data are analysed. The event onset at 1 AU at various energies is determined by fitting a Gaussian distribution to the pulse height data and defining the two-sigma point prior to the maximum as the onset time.
The second step in the analysis is to deduce the release time of the particles at the Sun based on the observed onset time at 1 AU. Two basic methods have been applied. It may be assumed that the path length of all particles along the magnetic field line from the acceleration site to the observation site is fixed, corresponding to the nominal path length along the Archimedean spiral in the appropriate solar wind conditions. Based on this path length and the observed onset time at 1 AU, the release times of particles at the acceleration site near the Sun can be calculated at various energies (e.g., Kahler 1994; Haggerty & Roelof 2002) . Justification for this approach is based on the arguments that the first identified particles from a solar event are those which have the cosine of the pitch angle µ ∼ 1, and have undergone no or almost no scattering. The second method assumes a linear dependence between the inverse velocity of the particles and the observed onset time at 1 AU (Torsti et al. 1998; Krucker et al. 1999; Mewaldt et al. 2003; Tylka et al. 2003; Ho et al. 2003) , which allows the solar release time and the particle path length to be obtained as fitting parameters. This method is also known as the velocity dispersion analysis. Both methods of course suffer from the uncertainties and effects caused by the source location, particle injection profiles, and conditions in interplanetary space during propagation. Recently, Lintunen & Vainio (2004) analyzed SEP event onsets from simulated data with the purpose of evaluating the capabilities of the velocity dispersion analysis. Effects of different coronal and interplanetary scattering conditions of protons were simulated. It was concluded that the best timing results by using the velocity dispersion analysis are obtained for events with interplanetary mean free paths > ∼ 0.3 AU and clear intensity increases above the pre-event background.
In this paper, we investigate the proton and helium onsets in SEP events in order to study the solar release times of these species relative to each other and to other SEP-related phenomena. A new method, based on a statistical quality control scheme (Poisson-CUSUM), is presented for defining the event onset time at 1 AU. Velocity dispersion analysis is applied for deducing the release time of the particles at the Sun assuming the same path length for both species.
The paper is organised as follows. The event selection and data sources are briefly described in Sect. 2. Section 3 is devoted for describing the method of onset time determination. The discussion about inferring the solar release times of the particles is presented in Sect. 4. Results and analysis are given in Sect. 5, and finally discussion and conclusions in Sect. 6.
Data
In this study, we use the energetic particle data from the SOHO/ERNE (Torsti et al. 1995) High Energy Detector (HED) for the analysis. HED has a high sensitivity (Valtonen et al. 1997) , and thus detects also small particle events. The study covers the period between May 8, 1996 and June 20, 2001 . The identification of protons and helium nuclei is based on an on-board algorithm, which provides proton and helium counting rates in the energy range ∼12−140 MeV/n with 1-min time resolution. The particle data is accessible through the Erne Datafinder application, which can be found at http://www.srl.utu.fi/erne_data/. We determine the apparent release times of the particles at the Sun using six energy channels in the range of ∼14−51 MeV/n. For a SEP event, we required that a rise above the pre-event background of the helium intensities had to be visible at all the six energy channels. This event selection criterion narrows down the number of selected events. Another requirement was that the corresponding proton event onset had to exhibit a clear velocity dispersion. In some events, the helium counting rates were low, obscuring the velocity dispersion in statistical fluctuations. However, in order to increase the event statistics, we accepted these events in the analysis, i.e., a clear velocity dispersion was not required for the helium channels. In addition, we rejected a number of events due to data gaps or high backgrounds from previous events. We found a total of 25 proton/helium events fulfilling these selection criteria (see Table 2 ).
Method of onset time determination
We apply a statistical quality control scheme in the onset time analysis of the SEP events. In this scheme, we consider a SEP event with a steady pre-event background followed by an increase in the intensity analogous to an industrial process drifting out of control. The task of a statistical quality control is to decide whether or not the process is in control, and if not, the quality test should give the exact moment of time when the failure (SEP event onset) happened. In the SEP event analysis, a one-sided scheme of failure is required, because the intensity is expected to increase only. Another characteristic of the SEP onset analysis is that the "quality control" can be performed offline. Therefore, when the quality control scheme gives an outof-control signal, the behaviour of the following data points can be inspected and the validity of the out-of-control signal can be verified.
Cumulative sum (CUSUM) quality-control schemes were proposed by Page (1954) . CUSUMs for variables are widely used in industry, because they are designed to give an early indication of process changes (Lucas 1985) . Traditional cumulative sum methods rely upon assumptions that the quantity being monitored is normally distributed, and that the variable exhibits no serial autocorrelation (Rogerson & Yamada 2004) . When the variable being monitored has a Poisson distribution, a Poisson-CUSUM should be used (Lucas 1985) . In this work, we will make use of a Poisson-CUSUM to define the event onset time.
A cumulative sum control scheme cumulates the difference between an observed count Y i and a reference value k. If this cumulation equals or exceeds the decision interval value h, an out-of-control signal is given. For a Poisson-CUSUM used to detect an increase in counts (one-sided scheme), the CUSUM statistic is
A standard CUSUM will have a starting value S 0 = 0 (Lucas 1985) . For a Poisson-CUSUM, the k value will be chosen to be between the acceptable process mean (µ a ) and the mean level of counts (µ d ), which the CUSUM scheme is to detect quickly. Here µ a and µ d are the mean numbers of counts per sampling interval (Lucas 1985) .
The reference value for the Poisson-CUSUM should be selected to be close to
If µ a is zero, the CUSUM is designed with h = 1 and k = 0; any occurrence of a count gives a signal. When k ≥ 1, the k value will usually be rounded to the nearest integer (Lucas 1985) .
In this work, we will estimate µ a for each event and each energy channel using pre-event background values. Appropriate time intervals for the pre-event backgrounds are chosen with a look-up procedure from the intensity-time profiles. It is also possible to implement an algorithm that estimates µ a using a sliding average, which is a suitable approach when the preevent background drifts downwards. There is no standard rule for choosing µ d value. We will use a two-sigma-shift criterion:
where σ a is the standard deviation of the pre-event background (µ a ).
Because we want to identify the event onset as soon as possible from the particle counting rates, we have chosen a very small decision interval value h:
The small h value results in a high probability of "false alarm" of event onset. Therefore, we will apply an additional requirement for an event onset: more than one out-of-control signal is required in a row. The following criterion is applied: if an outof-control signal is detected, then the next 29 Poisson-CUSUM values will be checked as well. If there are 30 out-of-control signals in a row, the first out-of-control signal is defined as the event onset time.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the Poisson-CUSUM method in the case of November 4, 1997 event in the energy channel 20.8−28.0 MeV/n. For the pre-event background intervals of proton and helium channels we selected 05:00−06:20 UT and 00:00−05:00 UT, respectively. The average counting rates in these time intervals were taken as parameters µ a (p) and µ a (He). The parameters µ d (p) and µ d (He) were then calculated from Eq. The Poisson-CUSUM processes for the proton and helium channels were evaluated from Eq. (1). They are presented with filled diamonds in Figs. 1 and 2, for the proton and helium channels, respectively. Actual counting rates (open triangles), parameters µ a (dashed, horizontal line) and µ d (dotted, horizontal line), and decision interval values h (solid, horizontal line) are also presented in the figures. The y-axes of the plots are logarithmic. The first out-of-control value that meets the 30-in-a-row rule is marked with a circle. This moment of time is defined as the event onset.
It is clearly seen in Figs. 1 and 2 how the decision interval value h is related to false alarms and to a delayed observation of the onset. Before the event onsets, there are outof-control signals occasionally (diamonds that are on or over the solid horizontal line). All the out-of-control signals that precede the actual event onset are false alarms. If one would choose larger h value (say, h = 10 in Fig. 1 ) there would of course be less false alarms (none in Fig. 1 ), but the probability of a delayed onset observation would increase. It is note-worthy that the requirement for 30 out-of-control signals in a row is crucial, because it eliminates efficiently false alarms. For using the method demonstrated above, the prerequisite of at least a short duration of "steady" pre-event background is also applicable in order to estimate the k value.
Inferred release times
An observed velocity dispersion at 1 AU is regarded as a signature of SEP events. Assuming that particles with different energies are released simultaneously at or close to the Sun, the onset of the event at 1 AU should be observed earlier at higher energies than at lower ones. Assuming further that the energies of the particles remain unchanged through the passage in interplanetary space and that the path length does not depend on energy, it is possible to infer the release time of particles at the Sun and the path length travelled. The velocity dispersion equation at 1 AU is
where t onset (E) is the observed onset time [min] at energy E, t 0 is the release time [min] from the acceleration site, s is the path length [AU] travelled by the particles, and β −1 (E) = c/v(E) is the inverse velocity of the particles.
Nominally, the path length should be close to the length of the Archimedean spiral from the Sun to the Earth (∼1.2 AU), but many velocity dispersion studies (e.g., Debrunner et al. 1997; Torsti et al. 1998; Krucker & Lin 2000) have shown that there can be large variations in the path lengths obtained from Eq. (4). In one part, Lintunen & Vainio (2004) have related the observed path length variations to changing conditions in interplanetary scattering conditions. On the other hand, Haggerty & Roelof (2003) have shown that instrumental effects can be a cause for too small apparent path lengths. Nevertheless, in this work the release times of protons and helium nuclei are determined by using the velocity dispersion analysis. We regard this as reasonable, because the primary goal of the study is to compare the release times of protons and helium nuclei to each other, and we assume the same path length for both species. In this approach, the accuracy of the apparent path length is not important. The possible consequences of the above mentioned uncertainties are discussed in Sect. 6.
In the velocity dispersion analysis, the proton event onset times (t onset ) are first determined at six energy channels between 14−51 MeV/n using the Poisson-CUSUM application described in Sect. 3. Based on the determined onset times and the known proton velocities at each energy channel, the velocity dispersion fit according to Eq. (4) is then carried out to obtain the apparent release time (t 0,p ) and path length (s p ) of protons. Subsequently, the corresponding helium event onset times are determined at the equivalent energy per nucleon channels as for protons. The helium channel onset times are then shifted back in time assuming that helium nuclei in the SEP event have the same path length s p as protons. The average shifted onset time is defined as the apparent release time (t 0,He ) of helium nuclei. The uncertainty of s p is also reflected in the error limits of t 0,He . Finally, t 0,p and t 0,He are compared. The delay of helium nuclei compared to protons is defined as
where ∆ is given in minutes. If ∆ is consistent to zero within the error limits, the event is defined as "non-delayed". Otherwise it is defined as "delayed".
Results and analysis

Detailed analysis of two example events
The events of November 4, 1997 and April 4, 2000 are taken as examples to illustrate the analysis of the release times of protons and helium nuclei. First, the onset times at six energy channels are determined with the Poisson-CUSUM application as demonstrated 18 ± 10 7 ± 9 ⇒ "Delayed"
⇒ "Non-delayed"
in Figs. 1 and 2 for the 20.8−28.0 MeV/n channel of protons and helium, respectively, in the November 4, 1997 event. The observed onset times for all applied energy channels in the two events are given in Table 1 .
The apparent path length (s p ) and release time (t 0,p ) of protons are obtained from the least squares fits of Eq. (4), where β −1 is calculated for each channel using its nominal energy (see Table 1 ). The observed helium onset times are then shifted back in time by subtracting from the observed onset times the time-of-flight corresponding to the path length s p , giving the apparent release time of the helium nuclei. The results are presented in Table 1 .
Finally, the delay ∆ is obtained from Eq. (5). As can be seen in Table 1 , the November 4, 1997 event is according to our definition "delayed", while the April 4, 2000 event is "nondelayed" (∆ is consistent to zero within the error limits).
The SOHO/ERNE counting rates in these example events are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. To better illustrate the technique, the graphical representation of the two events are different from one another. The counting rates in the April 4, 2000 event are plotted as a function of observed time demonstrating the observed velocity dispersion (Fig. 3) . The counting rates at each energy channel for protons and helium are presented in the same panels. From the figure, it is evident that the proton and helium onsets occur simultaneously within the error limits ("non-delayed" event). Figure 4 displays the counting rates in November 4, 1997 event with shifted time axis, corresponding to the estimated release time of particles at the Sun. In this presentation, the onsets take place roughly at the same time for all the proton channels and helium channels, respectively. For clarity of presentation, the proton and helium channels are separated, proton channels being the six uppermost plots. The observed, shifted onset times are indicated by the thick short lines. The derived release times of protons and helium are marked with the dashed vertical lines and their error limits with the thin vertical lines. In this event, the helium nuclei are apparently released later than protons ("delayed" event).
It should be noted, that the curves in Figs. 3 and 4 represent the counting rates of observed particles, not the real intensities. Thus, the figures only serve to demonstrate the two type of events discovered in this work. A detailed discussion of these two and the other events follows later.
Apparent path lengths, release times, and delays
The velocity dispersion analysis and release time comparisons of protons and helium nuclei were performed for 25 SEP events. The derived apparent path lengths, proton and helium nuclei release times at the Sun, and the calculated delays (defined in Eq. (5)) are given in Table 2 . As we are not performing real-time forecasting of the event onset, we have taken advantage of the possibility to visually verify the Poisson-CUSUM method. As a result, in some events we allowed a few in-control signals during the required 30-min e control period for some isolated energy channels, if the velocity dispersion analysis using the other energy channels in the event supported such a decision.
In Table 2 , the events with a delay consistent to zero within the error limits are marked with an asterisk. The rest of the events are defined as "delayed". Table 2 also contains rough estimates of the quality of the observation of the helium velocity dispersion, although a clear observed velocity dispersion for helium was not a criterion for the event selection. "Good" velocity dispersion refers to an expected behaviour of the onset times, i.e., the onset at 1 AU occurs earlier at higher energies than at the lower ones. "Scattered" refers to a situation, where the determined onsets have random variations at different energy channels. "Backward" means that the onset occurs earlier at lower energies than at higher ones. This can also be "partial", indicating a change in the slope of the observed velocity dispersion. A "scattered" and "(partly) backward" observed velocity dispersions are probably caused by low statistics in the counting rates, which is a difficult problem for any onset time determination method. It should be emphasized that the quality estimates are only valid for the studied energy range (14−51 MeV/n).
The distribution of the apparent path lengths (s p ) derived for protons in the 25 SEP events listed in Table 2 is represented in Fig. 5 . The average value of all the events is 1.40 ± 0.69 AU, and the median is 1.27 AU. As can be seen in the figure, most of the events (52%) exhibit apparent path length in the range 1.0−1.5 AU. According to Lintunen & Vainio (2004) , apparent proton release times for these events should correspond rather well (within a few tens of minutes) to the actual start time of the injection. Large values of the interplanetary mean free path (>0.3 AU) should apply for these events. There are also six events (24%) which have apparent path length <1 AU. These may be due to instrumental effects leading to identification of high energy protons as lower energy ones. The distribution shows also six events (24%) having apparent path length 1.5−3.5 AU. These long path lengths may be caused by stronger interplanetary scattering (Lintunen & Vainio 2004) . More detailed discussion on the reasons and the effects to the delays of these non-nominal path lengths is given in Sect. 6.
The distribution of the apparent proton path lengths (Fig. 5 ) determined for the 25 SEP events in this work do not show a similar behaviour as the results of Krucker & Lin (2000) . Analysing Wind electron and proton data in the energy range 30 keV−6 MeV, Krucker & Lin (2000) discovered two classes of solar proton events. In the first class the apparent path length for electrons and protons was the same, s e/p ≈ 1 AU, while in the second class the path lengths for electrons and protons were different: s e ≈ 1 AU and s p ≈ 2 AU. In our sample of events such distribution is not visible (Fig. 5) . Figure 6 presents the distribution of observed delays. As in Table 2 , the events are divided into two groups. "Delayed" events are further divided into two subgroups: "delayed(y)" ≡ helium events exhibiting a "good" velocity dispersion, and "delayed(n)" ≡ rest of the events. The average delay of all the delayed events is 34 ± 18 min, and the median is 30 min. The variation in the quality of the observed helium velocity dispersion spreads the distribution towards larger delays. The reason for this is obvious. A "backward" velocity dispersion implies that the onsets are observed too late at the highest energy channels, and this causes additional apparent delay when comparing the helium and proton release times to each other. The average delay of the "delayed(y)" events is 27 ± 17 min (median: 18 min), and of the delayed(n) events 42 ± 17 min (median: 35 min). These averages are indicated in Fig. 6 by the arrows.
For confirmation of the results, it is useful to focus only on the more reliable events. There is a total of nine events (1, 4, 7, 10, 12−15, and 18) that possess an apparent path length between 1.0 AU and 1.5 AU, and, on the other hand, show a good velocity dispersion for helium nuclei. Four of these (44%) are "non-delayed", and five (56%) "delayed". The average delay of these "delayed" events is 25 ± 12 min (median: 18 min), which is comparable to the average delay of "delayed(y)" events that do not have any restriction on the used apparent path length.
It should be noted, that only one event (4% of all) in Fig. 6 has a negative delay. Taking the error limits into account, this event is defined as "non-delayed". Altogether, 32% of all the events (8/25) are defined as "non-delayed" and 68% (17/25) as "delayed". Therefore, in the events studied here, helium nuclei are always released at the same time or later than protons, and never before.
Characteristics of delayed and non-delayed events
Possible reasons for the observed delays in helium release times compared to protons can be studied by comparing the two dissimilar groups of events. The splitting of the events into "non-delayed" and "delayed" events can be contradicted when looking at the delay distribution in Fig. 6 . It can be argued that a threshold delay of ∼25 min could better divide the events into two different groups. It must be realized, however, that the events with ∆ > 25 min are mostly those, which do not exhibit a clear velocity dispersion for helium nuclei. Without the "delayed(n)" group events, the dip at [20−30) is negligible, when considering statistics of the distribution. In this work, the "non-delayed" and "delayed" events are chosen to be the comparison groups whose properties are compared mainly with the Student's two sided t-test. The SEP events are characterised by the background intensity, maximum intensity, e-folding rise time, and the time of maximum intensity, all obtained at the energy 13.8−16.9 MeV/n. Several SEP, CME, and X-ray flare properties, such as apparent path lengths, pre-event background intensities, maximum intensities, e-folding rise time at the beginning of the proton event, the angle between the direction of the interplanetary magnetic field and the sensor field of view direction at the onset, GOES X-ray flare duration and maximum flux, LASCO CME acceleration and central position angle, did not show significant differences (t < t α=0.1 ) between the "nondelayed" and "delayed" events.
The properties that did have differences at the significance level of at least 90% are listed in Table 3 . The flare location seems to have a significant role in the "non-delayed" events. All the "non-delayed" events arise from the well-connected area (close to W60). This is illustrated in Fig. 7 , which excludes six backside events -all "delayed" cases (see Table 4 ). There also seems to be a difference in the event rise times to the maximum intensity, and especially in the helium-to-proton ratios at the time of maximum intensities of the "non-delayed" and "delayed" events. The helium-to-proton ratio vs. helium event rise time to the maximum is presented in Fig. 8 . In general, the ratio is lower for the "non-delayed" events, and in particular at a Non-Delayed Delayed(n) Delayed(y) y n Fig. 6 . Delay distribution. Events defined as "delayed" are divided in two groups. "Delayed(y)" correspond to the events exhibiting a "good" velocity dispersion for helium nuclei, and "Delayed(n)" those having a "scattered" (or even "backward") velocity dispersion. The middle arrow marks the average delay (34 ± 18) calculated from all the "delayed" cases, and left/right arrow marks the average delay of the "Delayed(y/n)" cases (27 ± 17 / 42 ± 17).
fixed rise time. The dashed line in Fig. 8 separates the groups quite nicely, although the event of April 4, 2000 seems to be an exception. The "non-delayed" and "delayed" events also exhibit differences in CME linear speeds and angular widths, as seen in the scatter plot in Fig. 9 . Only one event (a backside event, October 18, 1998) seemed to lack a CME. A simple division in two groups cannot be found in this presentation, however, and the dashed line in the figure merely shows that all the "nondelayed" events are associated with CME linear speeds of less than 1400 km s −1 . This of course may be a cause of the limited event sample size. Most of the "delayed" events are associated with a full halo CME, while for the "non-delayed" events this is the case only for the event on April 4, 2000. The difference in the CME angular widths has probably no significance, because the distribution of source locations is a sufficient explanation. CMEs originating closer to the disk center appear as full halos with higher probability than those nearer the disk edge (Wang et al. 2002) . As can be seen in Figs. 7 and 9, six full halo CMEs connected to "delayed" helium events originate from longitudes ∼E10...W40. Locations of flares related to 19 "delayed" and "non-delayed" frontside events. A "Good case" refers to an event that has s = 1.0−1.5 AU and helium nuclei onsets possess a good velocity dispersion. Observed delays in minutes are presented only for the "delayed" events.
Comparison of SEP timing with electromagnetic observations related to the studied events is presented in Table 4. The  Table lists some relevant flare and CME data, and radio type II and III-l timing data. In the case of solar backside events (e.g., events 8-10), the given locations of the active regions and the associations of the electromagnetic emissions with the particle events are less reliable than for the frontside events. The backside event associations with the CME, X-ray flare and the radio type III-l observations were obtained from Cane et al. (2002) . The radio type II associations were chosen when they were temporally close to the other observations. Eight minutes have been added to the inferred proton release times to make them comparable with the electromagnetic observations. The symbols preceding the release times indicate the presumable "direction" of the actual injection time. The symbols represent the velocity dispersion fitted apparent path length, only. "No symbol" represents events with 1.0 AU ≤ s ≤ 1.5 AU, and the timing should be quite reliable. The symbols ">" and " " indicate s > 1.5 AU and s 1.5 AU, respectively, in which case the presumable actual injection occurred later than given. The symbols "<" and " " refer to cases with s < 1.0 AU and s 1.0 AU, and the presumable actual injection occurred earlier than given. Generally, the proton release times agree quite well with the timing of electromagnetic observations. It is Table 4 . X-ray flares, CMEs, Type II and III-l radio bursts related to the studied events. should be quite reliable. The symbols ">" and " " indicate s > 1.5 AU and s 1.5 AU, respectively, in which case the presumable actual injection occurred later than given.
The symbols "<" and " " refer to cases with s < 1.0 AU and s 1.0 AU, and the presumable actual injection occurred earlier than given. . CME angular width vs. CME linear speed.
noteworthy that the release times in the proton events exhibiting an apparent path length s p between 1.0 AU and 1.5 AU agree better with the electromagnetic observations than the release times in the rest of the proton events. This conclusion is based on the following score calculation: if the tabulated proton release time is inside the given start time and end time of other observations, one point is scored for that event. The first observation time of a CME is regarded as the "end time" of that observation. Observations with missing data and type III-l having only a start time (at 1 MHz) are excluded from the statistics. For example, the event 18 scored one out of three available observations (CME timing gave one point), and the event 20 scored two out of five (GOES and WAVES timings) . Total score for the events having s p = 1.0 ... 1.5 AU is 31 55 = 57%, and the rest of the events scored 20 49 = 41%. This is consistent with the conclusion of Lintunen & Vainio (2004) , if we assume that the timings of the electromagnetic observations in Table 4 describe the actual timing of the particle injection. The apparent release times obtained by Lintunen & Vainio (2004) from their simulated data corresponded rather well to the actual start time of the injection times, and such events could be identified from the observational data having values of s p < ∼ 1.5 AU.
When using only the nine events (1, 4, 7, 10, 12-15, and 18) , that have apparent path length between 1.0 AU and 1.5 AU, and show a good velocity dispersion for helium nuclei, the analysis yields lower significance levels, most likely due to considerably lower statistics. However, as seen in Fig. 7 , the spatial separation of the "delayed" and "non-delayed" event source locations is still apparent.
In addition to the analyses presented above, the apparent proton release heights were determined for 13 events with the most reliable release times (taken as those with deduced s p = 1.0 ... 1.5 AU). The release height (in R above the photosphere) of particles was assumed to be the height of the associated CME at the deduced particle release time. The CME heights were estimated visually from the 2nd order fits of the height vs. time plots of the SOHO/LASCO observations (see SOHO LASCO CME CATALOG: http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_LIST/). No geometrical corrections were performed. No significant difference was found between the proton release heights of the "delayed" and "non-delayed" events. The sample sizes, however, are quite limited. The proton release heights for all the 13 events ranged between ∼1 R and ∼9 R .
Interpretation of observed delays
as an instrumental background effect
The differences in the helium-to-proton ratios and the helium event rise times from onset to the maximum intensity of the "non-delayed" and "delayed" events may lead one to suspect that the observed delay is an instrumental effect related to the pre-event background or to the sensitivity of the instrument. Yet, it seems peculiar that the event rise time from the onset to the maximum showed a significant difference (protons 90%, and helium nuclei 95% confidence level), but the e-folding rise time at the beginning of the proton event did not. Clearly the e-folding rise time should better describe the background crossing (onset) than the overall rise time from the onset to the maximum.
If the helium-to-proton ratio for the SEP event stays constant at the beginning, that is, the e-folding rise time is the same for both species, the expected delay can be written as one energy channel (13.8−16.9 MeV/n). Figure 10 shows the comparison between the predicted and observed delay-to-efolding rise time ratios (see the figure caption for details). Only few data points in Fig. 10 could be explained by this simple equation. It also seems to give equally poor results for the "delayed" and the "non-delayed" events. This can be confirmed by the χ 2 -test, which gives χ 2 = 176, when D (0) /τ is used, and 112 for D (2) /τ. The tabulated χ 2 value is χ 2 d f =23,α=0.001 = 49.73. We conclude that this simple equation fails to explain the observations, although a positive a-factor improves the result a little bit. The conclusion remains the same, if the delays would only be determined at the 13.8−16.9 MeV/n energy channel, as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 10. 
Discussion and conclusions
We utilized the velocity dispersion analysis to determine the apparent solar release times of protons and helium nuclei in SEP events observed with the High Energy Detector of the SOHO/ERNE. The study period was from May 8, 1996 till June 20, 2001 . We introduced a statistical quality control scheme (Poisson-CUSUM) for deriving the event onset times at 1 AU from the particle counting rates. The Poisson-CUSUM method proved to be useful in a wide range of signal-to-noise ratios and rise rates of the SEP events. In this study, we used an "off-line" application of the Poisson-CUSUM method, but the method can easily be implemented in a "real-time" onset determination application, being the original idea of a statistical quality control scheme.
In Sect. 5.2 it was noted, that for some events the apparent path lengths, deduced from the 14−51 MeV proton data, turned out to be non-nominal when comparing to the length of the Archimedean spiral (see Table 2 and Fig. 5 ). The path lengths <1 AU could be due to a similar instrumental effect that was reported by Haggerty & Roelof (2003) , who studied the response of the ACE/EPAM instrument to near-relativistic solar electron events. They found that in the case of a hard spectral slope, more high-energy electrons are registered in lower energy channels. Relevant for the onset time study is the rate of the intensity rise and the spectral slope of the pre-event background. If, at the time of the onset, high-energy proton intensity rises very fast, then it could be possible that the "crosswalked" protons can trigger an observable onset at a lower energy channel, which normally has significantly higher background level than the "crosswalking" high energy protons have. To check whether there is such a behavior in the studied events, we determined an e-folding rise time at the beginning of the proton event for the energy channel 13.8−16.9 MeV. It turned out that the apparent path lengths and e-folding rise times correlate with a correlation coefficient of 0.62. We further divided the events into four comparison groups where the apparent path lengths are: (a) s < 1.0 AU; (b) 1.0 AU ≤ s ≤ 1.5 AU; (c) s > 1.5 AU, and (d) s ≥ 1.0 AU. The average e-folding rise times in minutes are 6.6±2.5, 14±11, 28±16, and 18±14, respectively. Student's one-sided t-tests showed that with a confidence level of 97.5% the average e-folding rise time for group (a) is smaller than for groups (b) and (c), and with 99.9% confidence level smaller than for group (d). The average for group (b) is also smaller than for group (c), with a confidence level of 95%. Thus, and because the apparent path length distribution in Fig. 5 shows a peak in the nominal range of Archimedean spiral length, we argue that only the events in group (a) are subject to a "crosswalk" of the high energy particles, when considering the onset time analysis. The deduced delays for group (a) events are still comparable to other events, because at least for events 5 and 16 also helium onsets exhibit a clear velocity dispersion that yields s He < 1 AU.
As the above analysis would suggest that a slow rise of the event increases the apparent length of the event, it is tempting to deduce that the slow rise also delays the detection of the onset, and thus affects the measured delays. However, our statistical analysis on the event features and the delay do not support such conclusion, as neither the e-folding time nor the background or maximum intensities of the particle species were found to correlate with the delay. Also the negative result on the instrumental background effect, presented in Sect. 5.4 in its part supports the conclusion that the instrumental effects have negligible influence on the delay measurements.
The longer path lengths (>1.5 AU) may be related to interplanetary scattering of the particles (Lintunen & Vainio 2004) . The quasi-linear theory of energetic particle transport suggests that the energetic particle mean free path of the particle, parallel to the magnetic field, scales as the cubic root of rigidity (pc/(Ze)), for Kolmogorov turbulence spectrum. Thus, helium particles traveling with the same velocity as protons would scatter less efficiently and have shorter effective path lengthratio is not the best assumption. In fact, on one hand the rigidity dependent particle transport predicts a decreasing heliumto-proton ratio for the beginning, and on the other hand protonamplified waves can lead to an increasing ratio (e.g., Reames et al. 2000) . This, together with the possible differences in the proton and helium injection profiles, gives reason to suspect the validity of the assumed constant helium-to-proton ratio.
The observations of Kallenrode (1993) may give a physical viewpoint to the observed delays. Two spacecraft separated in space gave Kallenrode (1993) an advantage to observe the onset of the same event at different angular distances. Figure 10 in Kallenrode (1993) gives basically the explanation. At larger angular distances between the observer's magnetic footpoint and the flare location the onsets of electrons and protons in relation to the microwave maximum are more delayed, and the proton onsets are relatively more delayed than the electron onsets. Thus, Kallenrode (1993) concluded that the azimuthal propagation of ∼20-MeV protons is systematically slower than ∼0.5-MeV electrons, and that the electronto-proton ratio tends to increase with angular distance. These results correspond to the finding of Krucker et al. (1999) . The origins of their non-delayed electron events (compared to onsets of a radio type III emission) were concentrated to the wellconnected area, while the delayed events were more spread. On the other hand, Krucker & Lin (2000) found no correlation between the source flare locations and their delayed-non-delayed proton events (compared to electron onsets).
The interpretation of the delay as an azimuthal transport phenomenon, however, is not straightforward. As discussed above, the parallel mean free path for helium is larger than for proton. If we assume that the perpendicular energetic particle transport scales like the parallel transport (e.g., Shalchi et al. 2004 ), the azimuthal transport should in fact be faster for helium. However, the helium nuclei require more time for the acceleration to the same velocities as protons (e.g., Forman & Webb 1985) , which may play an important role for events where the most effective acceleration region is not well connected to the observing spacecraft. The difference of the transport parameters and acceleration times between the species, however, is not large, and may be masked by other phenomena. Thus, further work is needed before a firm interpretation for the delay between helium and proton onsets can be established.
